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Wood is a common choice for flooring material due to its
environmental profile, durability and restorability.
While wooden flooring can lend a timeless look to the space, choosing
the right kind makes all the difference.
There are four options available: Laminate flooring, Engineered wood
flooring, Solidwood & Engineered Designer Tiles, and Veneered
flooring.
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SOLIDWOOD DESIGNER TILES

Designer Tiles Solid wood flooring is 100% natural wood. Machined, cut and sanded,
solid wood comes in a range of sizes and colours ranging from light oak to contrasting
dark walnut.
Our solid wood floors are High-quality floors that are kilndried, manufactured, installed,
and finished to certain standards can last for generations.

JALARAM WOODEN DESIGNER TILES
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ENGINEERED DESIGNER TILES

Our Designer Tiles options offer an elegant, luxurious appearance and will add character
to any interior.
Engineered Designer tiles floors are very easy to clean as they do not accumulate a lot
of dirt, dust, and debris. Along with an elegant, high-end aesthetic, solid wood floors
offer the warmth, beauty, and value of wood, which never goes out of style.

JALARAM WOODEN FLOORING

SOLIDWOOD FLOORING

Jalaram wood floor is made of pure wood. There is no layer of any other material
applied. Every tree is unique.
When you select solid wood flooring from us, you will get a product that involves infinite
possibilities and unique characters.

JALARAM WOODEN FLOORING

ENGINEERED FLOORING

Engineered wood floor all the traditional aesthetics of solid hardwood, with an
innovation of design that makes it even more versatile!
Comprising of several layers, the top layer being a species of real hardwood, engineered
hardwood flooring is a robust flooring option that allows you to install your chosen
color, cut, finish and surface texture in areas where solid hardwood is not
recommended.

JALARAM WOODEN FLOORING

VENEER FLOORING

Jalaram solid floor offers more than 25 wood species. You are sure to find one that's
right for you.
Like Walnut, Red Oak, Cherry, Maple, White Oak, Sycamore, Larch, Mahogany, Moabi,
Wenge, Bilinga, Bubinga, Afromosia. lpe, Sucupira, Jatoba, Cumaru, Rosewood and
Ebony.

JALARAM WOODEN FLOORING

CUSTOMIZED FLOORING

Customised veneer floors use a layer of real wood (veneer) over a core that is made of
marine grade 100% birch plywood.
It is tongue & grooved and prefinished with lacquer making it easy to install.
The use of veneer allows us to carry forward the concept used on the furniture to the
floors.

SPC FLOORING

stone plastic composite

SPC FLOORING
LINK N LOCK SPC ﬂOORING OF ARGIL is
crowd pleasing for being ﬂexible and
less bulky than traditional wood, well its
just like standing on real solid marterial.
It is the toughest of the tough, specially
designed to resist the use of commercial
outskirts.

COASTAL SPC FLOORING
®

COASTAL® SPC FLOORING: UNILIN™
CLICK SYSTEM. - Super Stain And
Scratch
Resistant,
Completely
Waterproof, No Bugs & Termites,
Enhances the Color And Embossing,
Protects From Abrasion.

ENGINEERED

Engineereed floors from Parador open
up creative design options for individual
and high-quality floors. Durable, stylish
and easy to install and maintain, our
parquet floors create a special
atmosphere in your home.

LAMINATE

Laminate from Parador opens up a
wide range of options for designing
your home. Because as individual as
people and their ideas about living are,
so is our range of laminate flooring.

LAMINATE FLOORING

Want to give a ‘cosy minimalist’ look to the floor of your home/office? Then, Treadwell
is the right choice for you. It is austerely functional, while at the same time amply
aesthetic.
Each plank is built to minimise any impact of expansion and contraction cycles. It is
absolutely easy to maintain as the floor can be swept and mopped with a damp cloth.

LAMINATE FLOORING

With over 20 years of experience, and a presence in more than 30 countries around the
world, Finfloor has become a recognised laminate flooring brand in the industry.
That is why we work every day to ensure that our production capacity and wide range of
products allows us to offer you a product that combines reliability and design.

LAMINATE FLOORING

Fausfloor laminate flooring is the logical choice for any person concerned about the
environmental impact of their décor.
Our flooring not only uses responsibly harvested, and easily renewed, species of trees,
such as pine and oak, but it is also a product that is more durable than most hardwood
products.

LAMINATE FLOORING

High quality hardwood floors that are kiln-dried, manufactured, installed, and finished to
certain standards can last for generations.
Able to stand up to active workspace and heavy foot traffic, quality hardwood floors are
tough, hard-wearing, and have long term durability.
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A LEGACY OF TRUST

Natural Wood & Veneers - Kochi

Established in 1978, Jalaram Timber
Depot started with a simple mission
-- to preserve the quality and craft in
the world and to bring it to India in its
home or work environment.
Today we are proud to have over 40 years
of expertise across not just veneers, but
id surfaces. Jalaram Timber Depot has
consistently set the standard for these
products in India and we’re happy to say
that we continue to do so every day.
Our extensive range of veneers are closely evaluated and
curated from around the world, using the best of local
materials as well as international woods.

Much like timber that needs the best conditions to grow,
we have nurtured strong relationships and built a reputable
network of timber suppliers across the globe, which gives us
access to the highest quality of materials.
We also lead the market in solid surfaces -- Jalaram Timber
proud to partner with.
We are the authorized distributor for the Western region for
endorsed by Jalaram Timber Depot meets the top quality
standards since we go through stringent testing processes
and set the quality bar for the industry.

FACTORY AT KOCHI, KERALA
Natural Wood & Veneers - Kochi

Jalaram Timber Depot has its own veneer manufacturing
unit in Kerala with over 400 varieties of veneers, which
allows us to monitor and maintain a certain level of
quality

Spread over 6 acres at Vettickal,
Mulanthuruthy in Ernakulam district,
our state-of-the-art factory is equipped
with a fully fledged slicing and peeling
facility and kiln drying chambers.
The factory also houses our showroom that carries a
large variety of wood, veneers and flooring products.
The Veneer Studio at Central Mumbai is designed to
showcase our collection of veneers, floorings, solid
surfaces, deck & cladding, kiln dried timber, live tree slabs
and plywood. We’re ready to welcome you.
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SUSTAINABILITY & OUR FOOTPRINT

At Jalaram Timber Depot, we take our responsibility to the
planet seriously. Without exception, all our raw materials

producers, thus ensuring the ecosystem we engage with
shares similar values that are important to us.
auditing and inspections to ensure the sustainability criteria
are strictly carried out by independent authorities.
In the case of logs sourced from India, our main purchases
are from government Forest Department auctions or from
plantations (replanted) which are controlled by permissions
by the concerned government Forest Department. The

Forest Department allows only collection in their forest of
dead and fallen logs. Thus, we ensure non exploitation of
natural products and the best use of available resources in
a sustainable way.

QUALITY CERTIFICATION

By controlling the entire process, from the
product and customer service, we’ve created a process that brings in a high degree
of transparency and trust within the business cycle.
that ensure that our customers get the most superior quality
sures that when you select any veneer from our catalogue, it
has been created to last for a generation.

VENEER DEPOT
935, Bhagwandas Wadi, Behind Kismet Talkies,

CORIAN SHOWROOM
Temple, Dadar, Mumbai 4000028.
Fax. 91-22-2422 4733
FLOORING SHOWROOM (BY APPOINTMENT)

FACTORY - M/S NATURAL WOOD &
VENEERS PVT LTD
Vettickal P.O., Mulanthuruthy (VIA),

FOR ENQUIRIES
Email: sales@jalaramtimber.net
Whatsapp: +91 93203 43411

www.jalaramtimber.net

